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Maradia

Maradia is a player character played by Noodlewerfer.

Maradia Elapidae

Species & Gender: Cyborg Separa'Shan Pythus
Date of Birth: 21日 8月 YE 14
Organization: Star Army Reserve
Occupation: Star Army Infantry

Rank: Nitô Hei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Physical Description

“Standing” Height: About 6 feet

Tail Length: 15 feet

Total Length: 18 feet from her head to the end of her tail

Tail Color: Black
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Tail Underside: White

Skin Color: Brown

Eye Color: Neon green

Hair Color: Pink

Hairstyle: Messy, mid-back length

Cup Size: D

Both of her arms are robotic and appear to be made out of a silver-colored metal. Her left arm is like a
robotic version of that of a normal Separa'Shan, and has a 5 fingered hand. Her right arm, however, looks
more heavy duty and has a large robotic claw in place of a hand. She can sense touch in both of her
robotic arms, and she can detect damage to them, but she doesn't feel pain per se when they're
damaged. She has a metal device with a small radio antenna attached to the left side of her head just
above the ear. Her eyes have slitted pupils and look like normal Separa'Shans, but at a closer look, they
have circuit-like patterns rather than veins and are electronic. This gives her improved vision over regular
eyes.

Her lower jaw is robotic as well. It has artificial skin and her lips still function as normal, but she has a
couple sets of seams on her chin and looks more robotic than a normal jaw. The skin in these seams is
stretchier, allowing her to unhinge and open her jaw further than an unenhanced Separa'Shan.
Additionally, her jaw is stronger. The inside of her mouth is black, she has a black cybernetic tongue with
an enhanced sense of smell and taste, and teeth that are a lighter shade of black from the rest of her
mouth. While she's a Pythus, her teeth were modified so she has fangs that can deliver a powerful
venom. She has wide hips and a thick tail. Her tail has some wires running through it under the skin.
Short sections of wire and small metal pieces are visible above the skin in multiple places.

Her enhancements give her increased strength. Maradia is able to lift up to 600 lbs, and her tail is
extremely strong, stronger than an unmodified Separa'Shan tail. She's also able to hover and fly like a
Nekovalkyrja, as she has a gravity manipulation implant. She can use hear wireless transmissions without
a comms device because of the implant on the side of her head. Her implants are waterproofed, but they
also maker her heavier than a regular Separa'Shan.

Personality

Maradia isn't necessarily grouchy, but she doesn't trust other people. She's shy about her “upgrades”
and sometimes feels like she doesn't fit in. She doesn't use her last name, and dislikes being referred to
by it because she disowns her family. She has a hatred of Kuvexians and dislikes Freespacers because
they were the ones that implanted her enhancements.
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History

Maradia Elapidae hatched as an unmodified Pythus on Essia. Her family was abusive to her, especially
after the adulthood ritual. In YE 40, when the Freespacers moved in during the occupation, her parents
forced her to get implants and enhancements in order to “upgrade” her. Her family worked closely with
the Kuvexians, they tried to keep what they were doing a secret and threatened her into staying quiet so
they could avoid punishment. Despite this, she managed to feed information to the resistance. She was
freed when Yamatai took back the system and she joined the Star Army, but the augmentations her
family forced her to get had already been installed.

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills

Social Connections

Maradia is connected to:

@@Social Connections@@

Inventory & Finance

Maradia has the following:

Large pink scarf
Large green scarf
Clothes
Star Army Standard Issue Items
Subspace transceiver, ship (YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 31-45, IC: 1421-13377-73)
Escape Pod, Ke-S3-X2900 (YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 8-11, IC: 137-1234-19)
FIRE1a (Broken) (YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 47-9, IC: 433-300-51)
Box of 20 Type 30 Signal Smoke (Colored) Grenade (Thick gray stripe with colored inner band) (YE
42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 17-35, IC: 635-12832-50)
Gopher T1 Short Range Shuttle (YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 7-18, IC: 176-7923-25)

Maradia currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by noodlewerfer on 09, 07 2019 at 13:38 using the Character Template Form.
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In the case noodlewerfer becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Maradia
Character Owner Noodlewerfer
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Current Location Fort Victory Reserve Center
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Nitô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
DOR Year YE 43
Orders Orders
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